Countdown to Funding Reform –
Funding Reform and SR19
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Countdown to Funding Reform
Our ‘lead in’ programme of events
•

June 2018 Resetting your MTFP 2019/20 to 2021/22

•

October 2018 Managing financial risk and resilience

•

January 2019 Settlement 2019/20 and the road ahead

•

June 2019 Funding reform and SR19: Preparing your
MTFP 2020/21 to 2022/23

•

September 2019 Budgeting for 2020/21 – responding
to the final consultation and managing the uncertainties

•

November 2019 Baseline funding and the impact of
transitional arrangements

•

January 2020 Settlement 2020/21: Understanding your
new funding streams and the implications arising

•

April 2020 Funding reform: what next and managing
medium term uncertainty – building an MTFP fit for the
new funding system
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Outline for the briefing today
• Countdown to reform – progress to date and the latest on the
reform agenda
• Forecasting levels of funding for the 2020/21 to 2022/2023
MTFP – but now against backdrop of uncertainty on SR19
• Annual update on trends in local government finance –
understanding how tends are evolving and what it means for
future financial resilience
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Countdown to funding reform – progress to date
and the latest on the reform agenda
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Ten steps to funding uncertainty
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

April 2013 - Business Rates Retention introduced
October 2015 – 100% BRR / Review of Funding announced
April 2016 - CLG / LGA working groups set up and start meeting
Early 2017 - Call for evidence on Fair Funding and BRR consultation
May 2017 election – the primary legislation falls; FFR to continue
Summer 2017 – announcement of move to 75% BRR; confirmation of
new BRB and continuation of FFR – all for 2020/21
July 2018 – new simplified BRR first suggested
December 2018 – no figures beyond 2019/20 available
December 2018 – new consultations on FFR and BRR and
confirmation a full reset of growth
Spring 2019 – Likely no SR19, might be one year settlement only,
where next for funding reform?
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MHCLG key milestones – latest, but …
Date

Issues

Dec 2018

Consultation on FFR and BRR; regional events, consultations
close February

Spring/
Summer
2019

Further policy development including on transition and
implementation through MHCLG and LGA working groups

Before
Provisional
Settlement

Further consultation on proposed reforms to the system including
details of transition and implementation

Early 2019

Technical BRR consultation and links to FFR; SR emerging
issues. Potential consultation on BR Baseline Reset

Later 2019

Indicative impact of systemic changes potentially this late (old
timetable not in new, so will this be provided?)

Winter 2019 Reforms to be implemented in 2020/21 announced
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Information since January 2018
•

Consultations in December 2018

•

Various latest from Steering Group and sub-groups
– Designing reformed BRR
– Fair Funding Review
– Resetting Business Rates Baseline

•

Steering Group has met twice since end October, in January and April; and
System Design Working Group once in May

•

Chancellor and others suggesting SR19 might not proceed as planned with
SR19 one year and followed by SR20
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Latest from Steering Group
•

Fair Funding Review
– Responses to the consultation
– Notional council tax: technical note
– ACA: more detail on structure

•

Redesigning Business Rates
– Responses to the consultation
– Simplified system: additional detail in particular on measuring growth
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FFR: Responses to the consultation – relative need
Strong support
• Direction of proposals and objective of
greater simplicity, not at expense of
accuracy
• Deprivation included as a cost driver
(weighted by evidence) in the
Foundation Formula
• Specific formula for Public Health if
incorporated under the move to 75%
BRR
• Updating existing Fire formula rather
than a new model; multi-level
modelling a potential long-term option;
some opposed to expenditure-based
regression using just 45 data points

Other issues
• Proposals for changes to the formula
to take into account specific changes
for Homelessness; Flood Formula for
upper tier services; fixed costs
element in the needs formulas;
separate formula or recognition for
Unaccompanied Asylum-Seeking
Children
• Doubts about use of 2015 proposal for
a new Public Health formula
• Concessionary Travel and Home to
School Transport - whether to include
in the Foundation Formula or develop
service specific approach and many
respondents saying that population
size was not the most appropriate cost
driver for these services
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FFR: Responses to the consultation – relative
resources
Strong support
• Reflecting non-discretionary
discounts/exemptions on council tax
and income lost on pension age CTS
• Assumptions-based approach on
second and empty homes discount
and premiums
• Working-age council tax support in the
resource adjustment but using
formula-based approach to capture
demand for CTS schemes
• Using notional council tax levels and
applying uniform national c/rate;
• Not using projections of the future
taxbase in the resources calculations
• No surplus sales, fees and charges
income in the resource calculations

Other issues
• Some advocated a notional level of
council tax set around the England
average council tax level but that the
Adult Social Care precept should not
be included in calculations
• Those groups that did respond
indicated they would prefer the split of
council tax in two tier areas to be
based on average rather than local
shares
• Taking into account surplus parking
income, with a number of groups
indicating they did not think it should
be considered
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FFR: Responses to the consultation – transition
Strong support
• Proposed principles underlying the
development of a Transition
framework; with several groups
insisting transition should fully unwind
over time

Other issues
• There was no consensus on the
baseline for Transition with some but
not all wanting business rates growth
and NHB included, and different
treatment suggested for ‘negative
RSG’
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Fair Funding Review: notional council tax
•
•

•

•
•

•

Local authorities do not systematically win or lose from a notional council
tax level which is higher or lower than their actual council tax level
In particular, whether they gain or lose from a higher or lower notional
council tax level does not depend on their actual council tax level
The key factor which determines the impact of the notional council tax
level is whether an authority’s share of relative needs is greater or less
than their share of the tax base
An authority whose needs share is greater than its tax base share will
benefit from a higher notional level and vice versa
This is because a higher notional council tax level increases the total
England notional spending power and means that more resources are
therefore distributed according to need across all authorities (this is
equivalent to a higher percentage of equalisation)
In all cases, because actual council tax receipts remain with the local
authority, all authorities benefit from a higher actual council tax level
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Fair Funding Review: area cost adjustment

Weights determined by Subjective Analysis

Local wage data

Return and Revenue Outturn

Local RV data

Journey times
to major cities

Weights determined by National Travel Survey data or service specific cost modelling

Journey times
to ‘hub’ towns

Journey times
between households
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MHCLG to issue technical paper
later in year to outline approach to
weights using SAR

Fair Funding Review – top ten things we know
i. Foundation Formula (FF) plus a 7 block Needs Model with Public Health a
new block with associated implications
ii. Use of small area modelling growing but MHCLG struggling to find agreed
alternatives to ‘regression analysis’ in places
iii. ACA includes Labour and Business Rates costs and adjustment for
accessibility (dispersal / traversal) and remoteness - journey times key driver
iv. ACA weightings driven by SAR and RO
v. Population Projections from ONS likely used, taken at the beginning of the
FFR period but could be updated
vi. Excess parking income only sales income still in play
vii. Use of ‘notional’ council tax levels and collection rate and not using council
tax base projections
viii.Council tax working age claimants – model approach preferred
ix. Transition methodology likely broader than in the past
x. Transition framework late in the process
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Fair Funding Review – top ten things we still need to
know
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

How much funding there will be in the system for distribution
The final needs formula
Weightings within the needs formula and ACA
A first pass of the resources block
Whether there will be any sales, fees and charges excess income at all in
the calculation
vi. The level of scaled transition from one year to the next
vii. Whether a one-year SR19 will delay implementation, increasingly likely
viii.First set of indicative numbers
ix. The timing of technical and consultation papers, the indicative figures
x. Whether we will know what we need to know in advance of ‘first pass’
budget for 2020/21 (though could be 2021/22)
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Redesigning business rates – responses to the
consultation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

In principle support for alternative model - more modelling to explain it
Majority for phased reset - worked examples to illustrate impact of options
Preference for 5 years or 6 years between resets
Broad consensus on need to continue with safety net and to increase the level
Mixed response on levy threshold - majority in favour of a higher level of levy
Some respondents believe the current disparity in gearing means need to use
the levy threshold to create a better balance between risk and reward
Strong support for local negotiation of tier splits and for MHCLG default split
Preference for incentives to Pool but no agreement on what these might be
Most agreed to criteria set to assess whether property should be on Central List
Some respondents wanted a one-year delay to the new system and / or a
phased reset in 2020/21 in advance of the move into the new system.
Many opposed to single year’s data for reset (if needed) - data from the last two
years used instead and preference own estimates of business rates provisions
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Redesigning business rates – the alternative model
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

The alternative model – ‘reforming the administration’ rather than ‘simplified’
There will be a floating tariff or top up to which will be adjusted each year
In the first instance the income authorities receive through retained business
rates will be adjusted by the floating tariff or top up to match baseline need –
the ‘first pass’
Then an additional calculation will be made for each authority of their
‘growth’ or ‘decline’ in business rates income year to year. This will create a
‘final’ tariff or top up
MHCLG have provided more detail on how this growth or decline is
calculated
It is the system of growth and decline that will create the complexity
At the same time the aim is to remove the volatility caused by appeals
payments and the provisions that authorities have to make
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Redesigning business rates – the growth and decline
There are two main issues
•

How is the gain or loss calculated?
– Is it driven by your own adjusted NNDR3 data? If so, what are the
adjustments?
– Can an alternative be used – one based around rateable values (RV) is
outlined, so how will this work?

•

When will the gain or loss be realised?
– When will MHCLG pay the reward or provide a safety net payment?
– When will an authority be able to budget for the reward or loss?
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Redesigning business rates – adjusted NNDR3
•
•

Baseline established at gross rates or net rates payable – neither includes
‘accounting adjustments’ - removes variances from amounts held in provisions
The baseline will need to be adjusted to take into account backdated changes
arising from successful checks, challenge and appeal e.g.

Gross rates payable

Baseline

Year n

£’000

£’000
1000

Growth

•
•
•

Year n + 1 after
CCA
£’000
1000

800

0

-200

In the above example the baseline needs reducing by £200k or the growth
calculation would show a loss of £200k
The baseline would need adjusting for appeal losses using data on prior year
adjustments and adjustments shown as they relate to each prior year
Gross and net rates payable compared against adjusted baseline to show growth or
decline - would not include impact of cost of CCA or the provisions for appeals made
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Redesigning business rates – adjusted NNDR3
Year 1
£’000

Year 2
£’000

Year 3
£’000

1000

1000

800

Multiplier

0.5

0.5

0.5

Gross rates payable

500

500

400

Rateable value

Prior year adjustments
Total gross rates payable
Mandatory reliefs

In-year

(200)
500

500

200

(400)

(400)

(320)

Prior year adjustments
Net rates payable

160
100

100

Prior year adjustments

Net rates payable

Adjustment to Gross
rates payable,
mandatory reliefs
and baseline needed

In-year

Baseline

40
(40)

100

100

80

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

100

100

100

adjustments

-20

Adjusted baseline

100

In-year net rates payable
Growth

100

80

80
0
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Redesigning business rates – adjusted NNDR3
•

•

•
•
•

A practical downside of this calculation would be that the necessary adjustments
could only be made once the NNDR3 had been completed. Therefore, the
calculation of growth or decline for any given year could only be made 6 months
after the end of the year in question (when the NNDR3 has been audited)
Therefore, ‘first pass’ tariffs and top ups could only be adjusted to reflect growth
or decline from two years earlier i.e. the ‘final pass’ tariff or top up for 2022/23,
which would be determined in late 2021 (i.e. provisional settlement) would
reflect growth or decline made in 2020/21 (after the NNDR3 had been audited
by October 2021)
Will local government be denied growth (or their decline) in 2020/21 and
2021/22 i.e. two years spending at baseline need?
Will an authority budget at the time it gains the growth (or decline) or budget
including an estimate of the growth or decline
The levels of growth in 2020/21 will be significantly diminished with a reset and
with no longer using the current understated business rates baseline
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Redesigning business rates – using RV data
•

•
•
•
•

The second option is setting and adjusting baselines on RV data which VOA can
provide as up to date data at any time
The RV can be converted to gross rates by multiplying the RV by the multiplier
This can be compared to the in-year gross rates payable in the NNDR1
This would provide a provisional growth figure to be applied to first pass tariffs and
top ups
Although it would need reconciling to the NNDR3 data available two years later, it
means the system would not be entirely lagged by two years e.g
Year 1
£’000

Year 2
£’000

Year 3
£000

Baseline Need

400

400

400

First pass resources

400

400

400

40

40

40

440

440

440

Actual growth year one

0

0

50

Final pass resources

440

440

450

Forecast growth
Resources
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BRR redesign – gross vs net rates
•

What currency of growth should the system reward?

•

At gross rates payable there is a gap between the growth calculated and the
actual additional income arising

•

Using NNDR data facilitates using net rates payable, which contains all the
data needed

•

If using RV amounts however there would need to be a conversion of gross
rates growth into net rates growth

•

An ‘adjustment factor’ has been explored which is NRP/GRP i.e.
£80m/£100m = 80%
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BRR redesign – the adjustment factor
•

•

•

•

This could be a single national figure applied to all
councils or each council could have its own
It could be set at the outset of a reset period and applied
across the whole period or changed from year to year to
reflect changing patterns of income
If year to year and council to council variances year to
year will be greater. So certainty is greater if:
– A national figure is used
– A single measure is set at the outset
A local figure at the outset provides just as much certainty
as a national figure at the outset, but is potentially more of
a lottery i.e. inequitable
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National
NRP/GRP
%
2010/11

86.8

2011/12

87.7

2012/13

87.5

2013/14

87.9

2014/15

87.5

2015/16

87.2

2016/17

88.0

2017/18

85.5

To what degree will
any adjustment
factor need to be
adjusted for year to
year changes?

BRR redesign – top ten things we know
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

There will be a full reset of growth if a new system is introduced in 2020/21
The levy will go and be replaced by a threshold
There will be safety net, which will more than likely be higher
There will almost certainly be a new system introduced to reduce variability
caused by appeals
v. There will most likely be some form of phased reset within the new system
vi. The planned period between resetting need and business rates will likely be
5 or 6 years
vii. The option of a locally determined tier split for two tier areas will exist
viii.There will be a default split in two tier areas
ix. However complex (or not) the new system is at the outset, it will become
more complicated over time
x. There is lots of positive vibes for continuing Pooling without any consensus
of how it might be financially incentivised
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BRR redesign – top ten things we still need to know
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Could the introduction of a new system be delayed?
Whether there will be a reset in 2020/21
If a new system if delayed, will Pilots and Pools continue?
If delayed, which pilots could continue and will there be another round of
pilot applications?
v. How will growth be measured?
vi. When will growth be rewarded by central government?
vii. What will the threshold for growth be set at?
viii.What future approach to budgeting for growth will be locally suitable?
ix. Will the pattern of growth (or decline) look significantly different under a new
system than under the current system?
x. How changes from last year of current system to first year of new system
could be affected by Transition under the FFR
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System design comparison
Setting the
Baseline

Recalibrating
the baseline

Measuring
growth

Current BRR
system

Set in 2013/14 using
2010/11 and
2011/12 NNDR3
data

Reset
periodically (not
yet done)

NNDR3

In-year
(forecast); 1
year later (next
forecast); 2
years later on
outturn

Good year vs
forecast is bad;
bad year vs
forecast is good;
appeals delivers
large variability

New NNDR
based
system

NNDR3 with
additional NNDR3
data; old years used
then updated; part
year data problem

Strip out impact
of ‘appeals’ and
prior year
adjustments to
GRO and reliefs
– complicated

In year GRP
less in year
relief compared
to recalibrated
baseline

(Possibly)
using
estimates
system; lagged
by two years

Two years for
growth to be
formally rewarded;
determined after a
series of
adjustments.
Appeals impact
removed

New RV
based
system

RV at 31 Dec x
multiplier; apply
adjustment factor;
problem of
‘supplementary
multiplier’

Per VOA data
provided and
reflecting
multiplier

Gross Rates
Payable with
adjustment
factor applied –
could be
updated each
year

At Final
Settlement and
reconciled two
years later

Make adjustments
to NNDR3 and the
GRP; estimate of
growth provided.
Appeals impact
removed
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Timing of
rewards

Explaining the
system

Summary
•

Fair Funding Review progressing slowly, with gradually more information
being known
• Business Rates Redesign – a new administrative system excluding the
impact of appeals highly likely
• Business Rates Redesign – we know less than a year ago about how the
system post 2020 will work, because we now have the new system in play
• Timing of reforms more speculative than ever and for the purposes of
reset, Pilots and Pools is more important than ever
• With 2020/21 looking more and more like a one year stop gap before SR20
what will be the impact on funding reform and Settlement 2020/21?
• CLG/LGA groups
https://www.local.gov.uk/topics/finance-and-business-rates/business-ratesretention
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Forecasting levels of funding for the 2019/20 to
2021/2022 MTFP – helping you meet the challenge
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What are we trying to provide you in the next hour?
•

Understanding of the many factors in play and how they may change at
2020/21 and beyond

•

Highlighting the possibly most likely and least likely scenarios

•

Outlining different assumptions you may wish to make and the reasoning
behind them within three main scenarios

•

Emphasising the importance of a risk managed approach to projections
based on your local balance of funding

•

Against a rapidly changing backdrop for SR19 and funding reform April
2020
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The possible scenarios – 3 year SR
Will there be a 3 year SR?
Yes

Will there be a FFR

Yes

Will there be a full reset?

Will there be a full reset?
Yes

Yes

No

Will there be a new BR
system?

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Will there be a new BR
system?

Yes

No

Red text means highly unlikely
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No

Yes

No

The possible scenarios – 1 Year SR
Will there be a 3 year SR?
No

Will there be a FFR

Yes

Will there be a full reset?

Will there be a full reset?
Yes

Yes

No

Will there be a new BR
system?

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Will there be a new BR
system?

Yes

No

Red text means highly unlikely
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No

Yes

No

Summary of scenarios
•
•

•

16 possible scenarios – realistically 10 would seem highly unlikely, possibly
more
Different scenarios have different levels of material relevance to councils
i.e. for some whether there is a reset may be highly important or
unimportant
Key starting question is whether an assumption is made for a 1 or 3 year
SR
– Within this will there be a FFR? Is it likely there will be a FFR without a
reset?
– Will there be a reset but no other reform at April 2020?
– Without a reset, is there likely to be a new business rates system?
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Potential scenarios for your MTFP
Business Rates
Gov’t
grants

NHB

Own
growth

Pool
growth

Pilot
growth

One year SR,
no funding
reform

Rolled
forward; CPI
on BR

Per
current
system

Remains

Remains

CAs

One year SR
plus funding
reform

Rolled into
BR, ongoing
Growth?
NHB rolled
in

Reduction Existing
to scheme growth lost
size?
– gain new
growth?

Lost (do
not know
how
replaced)

Lost

1 year –
any
change?

Three year SR
plus funding
reform

Rolled into
BR, ongoing
Growth /
NHB rolled
in

Reformed
and
reduced
scheme

Lost (do
not know
how
replaced)

Lost

Long term
change –
no new SC
Precept?

Other

Existing
growth lost
– gain new
growth?
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?

Council
tax
1 year –
any
change?

LG Futures MTRR assumptions
As of May 2019
•

Full Reset will happen in 20/21
– S31 grant disappears
– No pilots / pooling gains
– No assumed growth going forward locally

•
•
•
•
•

The Reset delivers baseline funding in 2020/21 (potentially £1.5bn)
Existing growth will be added to baseline need (in line with existing shares
of baseline need)
A reduced NHB scheme – reduced by half applied using weighted averages
CPI inflation on business rates but no offsetting reduction (as now)
Council Tax limits as per 2019/20 (no additional SC precept) and taxbase
growth at 75% of average for last three years
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What matters locally - Council tax: two councils
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•

Resilience to central
government funding
reductions will vary
based on % of
resources raised locally
/ council tax

•

Decisions such as:
referendum limits,
inclusion of social care
precept in the funding
formula and future social
care precepts will be key
for high taxbase
authorities

What matters locally – NHB: two councils
New Homes Bonus (£m)

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

£m

£m

£m

£m

2016/17 allocation

1.076

2017/18 allocation

0.589

0.589

2018/19 allocation

0.575

0.575

0.575

2019/20 allocation

0.550

0.550

0.550

0.550

0.282

0.282

0.282

0.282

0.282

2020/21 forecast allocation
2021/22 forecast allocation
2022/23 forecast allocation

Total Allocation

New Homes Bonus (£m)

0.282

2.790

1.996

1.690

1.397

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

£m

£m

£m

£m

2016/17 allocation

0.085

2017/18 allocation

0.004

0.004

2018/19 allocation

0.001

0.001

0.001

2019/20 allocation

0.035

0.035

0.035

0.035

0.009

0.009

0.009

0.009

0.009

2020/21 forecast allocation
2021/22 forecast allocation
2022/23 forecast allocation

Total Allocation

0.009

0.125

0.050

0.055

0.063
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•

Changes to NHB will
affect some LAs much
more than others….

•

Assuming the funding is
added to Baseline Need,
it may be that ending the
scheme would even
benefit some authorities

What matters locally - Business Rates: two councils
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•

Authorities with high
levels of growth would
appear to be losing out
from the Reset.

•

Some though are still
forecasting to be below
Baseline Need in
2019/20, therefore a
Reset should be of
benefit to them

What matters locally - Business Rates: another
•

2019/20

2020/21

£m

£m

Original NNDR1 Forecast

21.4

21.8

Plus Top Up / (Tariff)
Plus Total S31 Payments - NNDR1/3

79.4

81.2

4.2

n/a

2.6

n/a

Plus Adjustment - Multiplier cap
Plus Changes to Baseline Need re the Reset
Equals Forecast Resources

7.9
107.6
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111.0

Furthermore, lower
than average growth
authorities (relative to
Baseline Need)
may/should see the
Reset as potentially a
positive, as could be a
gain from rolling the
growth into Baseline
Need than lost in
retained Business
Rates

Which type of authority are you?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High / low tax rate?
Likely / Unlikely to increase council tax to referendum limits going forward?
Material gains from NHB?
NHB in / not in base budget?
Higher than average forecast population / taxbase growth?
Forecast Business Rates Growth?
Higher than average gains from BRR?
NNDR income from Renewable Energy?
Gaining from Pilot status?
Material gains / losses from floors and scaling in 2013/14?
Material net income from Fees and Charges?
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Council Tax referenda limits
Funding scenario

One year SR, no Funding
Reform

One year SR, with
Funding Reform

Three year SR, with
funding reform

Overall limits

Social Care precept

No ‘strategic change’ (as
no SR) so why meddle?
CPI/RPI forecast at
similar levels to Dec 18
and Apr 19

Potentially extended
whilst long term SR and
SC Green Paper
produced

As above

If re-direction of funding
through Reset to support
Social Care, then is it
likely to be extended?

Possible ‘strategic
change’ of direction to
match rest of SR

Why continue if SC Green
paper, FFR and Reset all
progressed?

Note: the one year SR scenarios apply to 2020/21 and then the longer term
(likely two year) SR scenario would apply for 2021/22 to 2022/23
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Council Tax referenda :
The importance of the strategic context
% increases 2001/02 to
2010/11

% increases 2010/11 to
2015/16

80%
60%

20%
16%

60%
15%

40%

29%

10%

21%
20%

5%

0%
Council tax

RPI

Council tax

RPI

CPI

% increases 2015/16 to
2019/20

28%
20%

22%

3%

0%

CPI

% increases 2010/11 to 2019/20
30%

12%

18%

20%

20%

15%
11%
10%

7%

10%
5%

0%

0%
Council tax

RPI

CPI

Council tax
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RPI

CPI

The importance of the strategic context: main points
•
•
•

•
•
•

The ‘strategy’ need not reflect political parties, it can be similar across party
lines
Suggests broader policy context can be just as important
If the ‘strategy’ from 2010/11 to 2015/16 was applied across the whole
period, councils could have up to £13bn* less in council tax income in
2019/20 (of CSP £28bn forecast)
If the 2010/11 – 2019/20 period increase had been applied to 2001/02 –
2010/11, potentially £6.1bn* less in council tax income at 2019/20
Reveals how incredibly important long term strategy for council tax
increases is to local government … and central government
Without big increases in council tax 2001/02 to 2009/10 could we have had
the large cuts that followed?

* There would of course have been extra ‘freeze grant’, but this grant has been cut
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New Homes Bonus
Funding scenario
One year SR, no Funding Reform

One year SR, with Funding
Reform

Overall scheme
Why change in advance of a ‘strategic’
review?

Could be changed in advance of a strategic
review to provide targeted reductions
But note link to Transitional arrangements
under funding reform

Three year SR, with funding
reform

Reduced as part of a ‘strategic’ review
including to fund other policy decisions
(inside or outside of local government)
But note link to Transitional arrangements
under funding reform

Note: the one year SR scenarios apply to 2020/21 and then the longer term (likely
two year) SR scenario would apply for 2021/22 to 2022/23
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Business Rates Revenue
Funding
scenario

Own growth

Pool gains

Pilot gains

One year SR,
no Funding
Reform

Remains as current, and
following trend?

Remains as
current, and
following
trend?

Do current pilots get
extended? 100%
pilots vs 75% pilots
Is there opportunity
for new pilots?

One year SR,
with Funding
Reform

Depends on which
reforms applied – likely
existing growth lost (but
note potential FFR
gains). Assume any new
gains?

Disappear

Disappear

Three year SR,
with funding
reform

Growth lost and new
growth gained (potential
impact of FFR)

Disappear

Disappear

Note: the one year SR scenarios apply to 2020/21 and then the longer term (likely
two year) SR scenario would apply for 2021/22 to 2022/23
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Likely level of new growth for MTRR
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Growth lowest immediately after a reset – no national cumulative growth on
first three years of BRR
Later growth, especially after 2017/18, increased by continuing EBRA
calculation
Gains (and losses) arising from volatility on appeals will be gone
Gains (and losses) against theoretical baseline will no longer apply (it will
be year to year gain on NNDR3 or RV)
In two tier areas, don’t know split of growth yet
Potentially reward (or loss) not realised formally until 2022/23 (for 2020/21)
Impact of Brexit (but can you really budget for this?)
What is your share of retail sector – do you have more than average
exposure?
Would budgeting for growth be robust?
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Transitional protection
Funding
scenario

Overall scheme

Scheme baseline and
parameters

One year SR,
no Funding
Reform

With no reform, no need for
transitional protection

Does not apply

One year SR,
with Funding
Reform

Depends on what reforms are
made as to whether transitional
protection would be applied. If
so, what would be the baseline
and what would be the
parameters?

Would not include NHB (as no
change until SR)
Gains and losses from FFR –
easily measured
Gains and losses from loss of
BR growth – how could this be
measured?

What will be the baseline and
what will be the parameters?

As above but potentially
inclusive of NHB – easily
measured

Three year
SR, with
funding
reform
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Summary for option 1
Assumes
• No new cuts
• Growth since 2013/14 not reset
• NHB per current system
• Only CA Pilots continue
• Pools remain in place
• A level of CT referendum limit
per 2019/20 (SC precept?)
• Other grants continue for a year
• Everyone keeps CPI as applied
to business rates
• Negative RSG support continues
• No transitional protection needed

The gainers
• High BR growth
• NHB – those with substantial
in-year gains
• Pool members
• 100% Pilots
• High taxbase/council tax
authorities
• Those with high BoF in areas
not reformed and gaining in
these areas
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Summary for option 2
Assumes
• No new cuts
• Growth since 2013/14 is reset
• NHB per current system
• No Pool or Pilot gains
• A level of CT referendum limit
per 2019/20 (SC precept?)
• Other grants continue for a year
(except rolled in to baseline)
• Everyone keeps CPI as applied
to business rates
• Possibly some form of
transitional protection – but how
to quantify?

The gainers
• Those with increased Needs
assessment/low(er) BR growth
• NHB – those with substantial
in-year gains (keep for now)
• High taxbase/council tax
authorities
• Those with high BoF in areas
reformed/not reformed and
gaining in these areas
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Summary for option 3
Assumes
• No new cuts
• Full reset of growth
• Baseline Funding increased
through reset
• No Pool or Pilot gains
• New level of CT referendum (no
SC precept)
• NHB reformed – 50%
reduction?
• Everyone keeps CPI as applied
to business rates
• Possibly some form of
transitional protection – but how
to quantify?

The gainers
• Those with increased Needs
assessment/low(er) BR growth
• NHB – potentially those with no
or lowest level of NHB grant
• High taxbase/council tax
authorities
• Those with high BoF in areas
reformed and gaining in these
areas
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Summary for session 2
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

There are (or were) a number of significant changes planned for 2020/21
These changes are inter-connected, with possible to delays to one making
others less likely and increasing the complexity of financial planning (e.g. a
full reset without a new business rates system)
Making changes creates winners and losers, with losers able to identify
what they have lost (e.g. BRR growth / NHB)
Doing nothing will also create winners and losers; by prolonging existing
gains / distributions. However, it is far more difficult for the losers to
quantify lost resources
Therefore, in these politically sensitive times, the decision to do nothing (at
least in the short term) has significant advantages
Therefore Option 1 outlined seems most likely
Back to where we were a year ago but with no final year of SR coming up
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Annual update on trends in local government
finance
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Covering
•

Council tax
– Taxbase growth
– CTB1 variances
– Collection Fund balances
– LSCT and claimant numbers
•

Fees and charges
– Total
– Services

•

Business rates
– NNDR income analysis
– Appeals
– Repayments
– Checks and challenges
•
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Reserves
– Actual
– Budgeted

Council taxbase growth in 2019/20
• Nationally, there was an decrease
in the annual percentage rise in the
taxbase, from 1.7% to 1.5%
• The reduced growth occurred
across all types of authority and, in
most, but not all regions (with the
largest drop in London)
• In both years the biggest %
increases in the taxbase were
across London

• In both years the smallest increase
in the taxbase was across Shire
districts
• The North East and South East
(1.4%) have estimated the lowest
levels of increase in their taxbase
for 2018/19
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Council taxbase growth longer term
• There has been growth of 11.4%
in the taxbase between 2013/14
and 2019/20
• There is a step difference
between growth in the taxbase in
2012/13 of 0.7%; and the 3 year
average increase in the size of
the taxbase for 2017/18 to
2019/20 of 1.7%
• However in 2019/20 the increase
of 1.5% (as with last year) is
below the 3 year average
• The higher levels of taxbase
growth therefore continues,
albeit at an annually declining
rate
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But perhaps still untapped growth for some
Variance of CTB1 2018/19 to 2019/20 budget and 2018/19 budget
• Budgeted taxbase 2018/19

17.973m

• CTB1 2017
budgeted

18.108m

0.8% above (1% l/y)

• Budgeted taxbase 2018/19

18.251m

0.8% above CTB1
(0.6% l/y)

• But still 65 authorities with taxbase in 19/20 at or below 2018 CTB1
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And Collection Fund balances
• No published data for
2015/16 and 2016/17
• There was a large increase
between 2013/14 (£113m)
and 2014/15 (£281m) and
• There was a further large
increase between 2014/15
(£281m) and 2017/18
(£483m)
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LSCT – latest analysis
• In the latest quarter, there has
been decline in the number of
claimants of -1.8% (working age)
and -4.6% (pensioner age)
• The decline in the last four
quarters in both working age and
pensioner claimants is lower
than the earlier annual declines
shown;
• The decline in pensioner
claimant numbers remains
consistently higher;

• The difference between the
decline in pensioner claimant
numbers is reflected in analysis
of quarterly declines back to Q4
2015/16
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Business rates – income distribution
2013/14
£m

2017/18
£m

Change
£m

Gross Rates Payable

25,630

28,492

2,862

Less: all reliefs

(3,142)

(4,150)

(1,008)

36

9

(27)

Net Rates Yield

22,523

24,351

1,828

Less: appeals

(1,745)

(171)

1,574

(225)

(415)

(190)

20,553

23,765

3,212

Less: transitional arrangements

Less: other adjustments
Income from rates retention

• Extra £2.9bn or 11.2% of GRP in 2017/18 vs 2013/14
• Multiplier increased (excluding the adjustment for Revaluation) by 6.6% over
period
• Total costs of reliefs grew by £1.008bn or 32.1%
• Net 'losses on appeals' in 2017/18 were £1.6bn less in 2017/18 than in
2013/14
• Rating income from the rates retention scheme increased by £3.2bn or 15.6%
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Business rates – income distribution
• Of £1.9bn increase in rating
income after taking into account
the increase in the multiplier,
83% relates to the changes in
the accounting for appeals
• But total costs of reliefs grew by
£1.008bn or 32.1%

• Growth in early years very low,
really only meaningfully growing
from 2016/17 and growth
accelerates strongly 2017/18
(n.b. local share increased from
50% to 62% in 2017/18)
• Very difficult to create a
meaningful picture of what
‘growth’ there has been
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Business rates - levels of appeals at end 2017/18
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Business rates – NNDR3 2018/19 analysis
•
•
•
•

Analysed 23 NNDR3’s 2018/19 Appeals provisions breakdown at Part 5
9 councils identified 100% of provisions as solely 2010 List (2) or 2017 List
(7)
3 councils have negative balances on their 2010 List provisions and some
have not changed balances on their 2010 List (2) or 2017 List (3)
But of those with a split in their balances:
– 54% of balances at end of 2017/18 were 2010 List; falling to 41% at end of 2018/19
– 2010 List appeals provisions were at 87% of the 2017 level in March 2018 and 44% in
March 2019

•

Based on published NNDR3 and applying these splits for 2018/19 2010 List
appeals:
2010 List

Per NNDR3

2016/17
£bn

2017/18
£bn

2018/19
£bn

2.638

2.295

1.167

264,210

133,550

66,430

Value - change

87%

44%

O/S - change

51%

25%

Value
O/S Appeals
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Per VOA data
Per sample

Business rates - levels of budgeted repayments
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Business rates – checks, challenges and appeals
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Local authority reserves – actual levels of reserves
• £5.0bn (34%) increase in
level of actual reserves
2011/12 to 2014/15,
followed by £0.7bn
reduction (4%)
• Over whole period
reserves still higher by
£4.3bn (29%) and
increased in 2017/18 by
£0.8bn (4%)
• District councils have
significantly higher rise in
reserves over the period
• Significantly smaller
increases in reserves in
Counties
• Is this a feature of the
reward systems of NHB
and BRR?
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Local authority reserves – budgeted / actual levels of
reserves
• Actual levels of
earmarked reserves
consistently higher than
forecast
• However the difference is
declining and was at its
lowest (£2.9bn) in
2016/17 before
increasing again
• At end of 2017/18
reserves still 25% higher
than projected at
beginning of year (74%
in 2012/13)
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Fees and charges income
• There was £0.623bn growth
(5%) between 2016/17 and
2017/18
• 2017/18 was the second year in
a row for income to exceed
levels reported in 2009/10
• The shortfall in ‘real terms’
income had been increasing
every year except in 2013/14,
rising from £0.9bn in 2010/11 to
£2.9bn in 2015/16
• However in 2016/17 this shortfall
declined to £2.6bn
• In total over the 8 years there
has been a cumulative shortfall
of £18.5bn in income
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The national balance of funding
Percentage share of overall national funding estimated for 2019/20
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Including F & C

Fees and charges

Main messages and local actions
Main messages

•

By the end of the MTFP period, the focus of risk has moved fundamentally to locally raised
revenue and away from government grant

•

The local balance of funding and the local ratios between different sources of income is a
business critical future driver for your financial strategy and your capacity to absorb further
reductions

•

The national picture increasingly looking toward a one year extension to SR15 and no multi
year SR until 2020, big implications for timing of funding reform

•

Assumptions for MTFP should reflect this for year 1 (2020/21) but likely show following two
years as you did for 2019/20 – 2021/22

Actions potentially needed
•

Local modelling of balance of funding, implications for managing risk, ability to influence
levels of income

•

Do you try to get the very most out of council tax as is most stable of sources (but for
LSCT)?

•

Review of current reserves strategy for fitness for future purpose for 2020/21 or 2021/22
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Resource Planning Hub
•

On-line tool to support preparing budget, MTFP and financial strategy

•

Key focus Countdown to Funding Reform
– Complimentary access to events (first place free per programme)
– New on-line section to be launched summer 2019 on funding resilience

•

Provides analysis to save time, an on-line version of the events but
accessible 365 days per year, and updated regularly

•

16 (soon to be 17) tools showing individual authority analysis including
either comparatively or providing projections

•

Lower Tier £1,695 (£1,270) and Upper Tier £2,795 (£2,095) annually (prorata for 9 months)
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Rupert Dewhirst
rupert.dewhirst@lgfutures.co.uk
07775 428145
Lee Geraghty
lee.geraghty@lgfutures.co.uk
07738 000 368
www.lgfutures.co.uk
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